Oerlikon Textile India Private Limited

https://www.indiamart.com/oerlikontextile/

Manufacturer, distributor and supplier of textile machines, autoconer machine, auto coro machine, ring frame machine, speed frame machine and open end machine.
About Us

Oerlikon Schlafhorst positions itself with innovative solutions once again as market and innovation leader for roving, ring spinning, winding and rotor spinning. Numerous new developments and comprehensive, customised spinning solutions ensure excellent and reproducible yarn and package qualities. Furthermore, they generate top productivity performance in short and long staple spinning.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/oerlikontextile/aboutus.html
OTHER PRODUCTS

Roving Frames / Ring Spinning Machines

Roving Frame

Zinser 670 Rowe mat

Coarse Yarns Zinser 670 Bigpac
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Roving frame automation
- RoWeClean
- Rowe Store Roving Frame
- Ring Spinning Machine
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Worsted Spinning Machine
- Zinser 451 Ring Spinning Machine
- Zinser 451s Spin Finger
- Compact Spinning
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Cotton Spinning
- Zinser 351 Impact Cotton Spinning
- Worsted Yarn Spinning
- Cowemat System
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Siro Spun
- Winding machines
- Winding Machines Autoconer X5
- Bobbin processing type RM
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Bobbin processing X5, type D
- Bobbin Processing machine
- Bobbin Processing Autoconer X5
- Bobbin processing PreciFX
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Bobbin processing splicing
- Rotor spinning machines
- Bobbin Processing Autocoro
- Bobbin Processing Rotor Motor
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Yarn Clearer
- Rowelift
- Fix Flow
- Creel Automation
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Cim Track

Cimtrack 3 Flexflow Systems

Zinser 351 for Conventional Ring Spinning

Zinser 351 for Conventional Ring Spinning
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Zinser 451 Ring Spinning
- Additional Devices Ring Spinning
- Fancy Draft
- Core Spun
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Guard System
- Bobbin processing
- Yarn Clearer Corolab XF
- Yarn Clearer Corolab XQ
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<td>Year of Establishment</td>
<td>1986</td>
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CONTACT US

Oerlikon Textile India Private Limited
Contact Person: Ganapathi Subramanainan

Cambatta Central, Rakhlal Road Opp. Ajit Mills
Ahmedabad - 380023, Gujarat, India
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